Do you really need that information?

Think before you collect.

SHRED IT!
(But first consult USC’s Data Retention requirements)
-- policy.usc.edu/record-management --

Have information stolen?
Report it immediately.
(Contact Compliance@usc.edu or security@usc.edu)

Turn Awareness Into Action

2022 Data Privacy Day
USC Office of Culture, Ethics, and Compliance

ooc.usc.edu/data-privacy | compliance@usc.edu

Using mobile or portable devices?
Encrypt them!
While you are at it...
Check your browser and social media security and privacy settings.

[Contact your local IT or ITS (consult@usc.edu) for assistance]

DON’T GET FooLED!

KNOW THE SENDER &

HOVER BEFORE YOU CLICK
(Report to phishing@usc.edu by including as an attachment)